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Here, we study the flow of energy between coupled simulators in a co-simulation environment
using the concept of power bonds. We introduce energy residuals which are a direct expression of
the coupling errors and hence the accuracy of co-simulation results. We propose a novel Energy-
Conservation-based Co-Simulation method (ECCO) for adaptive macro step size control to improve
accuracy and efficiency. In contrast to most other co-simulation algorithms, this method is non-
iterative and only requires knowledge of the current coupling data. Consequently, it allows for
significant speed ups and the protection of sensitive information contained within simulator models.
A quarter car model with linear and nonlinear damping serves as a co-simulation benchmark and
verifies the capabilities of the energy residual concept: Reductions in the errors of up to 93 % are
achieved at no additional computational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering systems continue to increase in complex-
ity, comprising of all sorts of physical phenomena, and
often characterized on vastly different time scales. At
the same time, development and manufacturing are con-
strained by an ever increasing pressure to keep costs low
and time-to-market periods short. Because of this, there
is a strong virtualization trend in engineering. Simula-
tion methods play a crucial role in early product and
system development where they allow to identify and
avoid design flaws and risk potentials and replace time-
intense and costly real testing. The automotive and the
maritime industries1–4 have recently, amongst others, in-
creased their efforts to incorporate virtual prototyping
into all stages of the development cycle.
Simulator coupling, or co-simulation, has gained signif-
icant interest due to its attractiveness for scientific and
industrial applications: It allows for independent and par-
allel modeling, the efficient use and reuse of domain-spe-
cific models, software tools, and expert knowledge, and
significant simulation speed ups through parallelization
and the use of suitable solvers within each simulator.5
Co-simulation further enables the protection of intellec-
tual property, which is often a strong requirement in in-
dustrial applications. Its basic idea is the inclusion of a
solver with each model in a loose coupling environment.
There are, however, two major challenges for this full-
system simulation approach: stability and accuracy. A
general-purpose, easy-to-use and robust framework to es-
timate and control errors and ensure sufficient accuracy
and stability is lacking. Constant co-simulation step sizes
(macro step sizes) and simple synchronization algorithms
can still be considered state-of-the-art. In practice, the
step size is often chosen manually by trial-and-error, sac-
rificing both accuracy and efficiency, and uncertainty es-
timates are simply not available. Clearly, there is a
need for more elaborate concepts that also provide easy-
enough feedback about the quality of the co-simulation
results. This is especially true for industrial applications:
The use of commercial software will in most cases pro-
hibit iterative coupling schemes or at least make them
computationally unfeasible. Furthermore, the protection
of simulator-internal data is typically a major concern
and implementation details about the model or the inter-
nal solver method are unavailable.
Unfortunately, this excludes the use of almost all ad-
vanced co-simulation schemes that have been proposed so
far: There exist a number of adaptive step size algorithms
for co-simulation6–12 which, based on a specific error es-
timation method, aim to choose an optimal macro step
size to exchange coupling data efficiently. However, prac-
tically all of these require simulator-internal data (such
as the time integration order) or the ability to revert to
a previous time point and redo an entire macro time step
(rollback). Mostly, they require both. One exception is
the step size controller proposed in Refs. 8 and 9 which
adaptively controls the macro step size by use of a non-
iterative predictor/corrector error estimator.
A different approach is to correct for the coupling er-
rors directly. In the Interface Jacobian-based Co-Simu-
lation Algorithm13, coupling conditions are solved itera-
tively with Newton’s method. While allowing for accu-
rate solutions, it generally requires Jacobians along with
the coupling variables from each simulator at each macro
time step. This, together with its iterative nature prac-
tically prohibits any industrial use. An interesting non-
iterative co-simulation method is the Nearly Energy Pre-
serving Coupling Element14. It is based on the realiza-
tion that the extrapolation of input signals itself can be
considered an artificially introduced subsystem with its
own error contributions. These effectively change system
behavior and violate the conservation of (generalized) en-
ergy. Corrections to the coupling variables are then in-
troduced in order to improve accuracy.
In the present paper, we take this approach in a dif-
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2ferent direction and directly study the flow of energy
throughout a co-simulation in detail using the concept
of power bonds. We show that, if coupling variables are
given in quantities whose product is a physical power—
such as force and velocity, pressure and flow rate, or volt-
age and current—the energy exchanges between simula-
tors are directly accessible. Moreover, we investigate the
concept of energy residuals which directly alter the to-
tal energy of the overall coupled system due to the fact
that the individual subsystems are solved independently
of each other between communication points. Success-
fully ensuring that all energy flows between simulators
are (reasonably well) balanced is a strong indication for
the validity of the co-simulation results and a prerequisite
to stability. These findings are exploited in a novel En-
ergy-Conservation-based Co-Simulation method (ECCO)
which is generally applicable for simulator coupling due
to its non-iterative nature and the fact that it is solely
based on the current coupling data.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
introduce the reader to power bonds and how they can
be used to conveniently study the flow and conservation
of energy in co-simulations. We also present the concept
of power and energy residuals as a direct consequence of
the inherent violation of the conservation of energy. Next,
we demonstrate their use for global error estimation to as-
sess the quality of co-simulation results in Section III. A
quarter car co-simulation benchmark model is used in Sec-
tion IV to demonstrate the performance of a non-iterative
adaptive step size controller based on energy conserva-
tion. The interesting effects of nonlinear damping and
different system reticulations on accuracy and efficiency
are also investigated for this benchmark model. Section V
provides a comparison to the predictor/corrector step size
controller proposed by Busch et al.8,9. Finally, a conclu-
sion is given in Section VI.
II. POWER BONDS AND ENERGY FLUXES
Considering energy balances directly, that is, working
with the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian equations is a poor
starting point for co-simulations because such approach-
es are based on the total energy of the complete system.
Instead, we shall follow the approach that is the theo-
retical foundation of bond graph theory15 and describe
the energy transactions between subsystems in terms of
local energy continuity equations.16 This way, we can bal-
ance the flow of energy for each subsystem separately and
thereafter connect them all in a modular fashion while,
in principle, satisfying the conservation of energy.
A. Energy Continuity
The transport of energy, that is, any energetic interac-
tion between systems (or within systems) follows a gen-
eral equation of continuity,
∂(x, t)
∂t
+∇ · j(x, t) = σ(x, t), (1)
where (x, t) is the local energy density at position x and
time t, j is the energy flux, and σ is the net rate of en-
ergy dissipation (or creation) per unit volume and unit
time. Eq. (1) states that energy is locally continuous: A
change in the local energy density is always accounted for
by appropriate local energy fluxes and energy dissipation
(or creation). With the modular structure of complex
engineering systems and co-simulation environments in
mind, we are interested in already reticulated systems
where the transport of energy between subsystems and
the dissipation, creation, and distribution of energy in-
side of subsystems are typically restricted to discrete re-
gions and strongly heterogeneous. Under these assump-
tions, we can cast the energy continuity equation into a
form much more suited for our purposes,15
−
∑
α
Pα(t) =
∑
β
dEβ(t)
dt −
∑
γ
Σγ(t). (2)
Here, Pα is the total energy flux (that is, the power trans-
mitted) through the power port kα of a subsystem, Eβ is
the energy contained by a discrete sub-volume Vβ inside
the subsystem, and, analogously, Σγ is the rate of energy
dissipation or creation inside a discrete sub-volume Vγ .
Eq. (2) expresses the fact that any net flux of energy
into a subsystem is either stored or dissipated. In other
words, if we correctly account for all net power transmit-
ted between the subsystems as well as the energy stored
and dissipated within the subsystems, we inevitably guar-
antee energy conservation and continuity.
S1 S2Pk
Figure 1. Two coupled subsystems, S1 and S2, exchange en-
ergy through a power bond k at a rate Pk = ekfk which is
determined by the product of a flow fk and an effort ek
Naturally, we have little control over energy storage
and dissipation and whether they are correctly accounted
for inside simulators when they are coupled in a general
co-simulation environment. We can, however, safely con-
clude that no energy should get lost,17
− (Pk1 + Pk2) = 0, (3)
while it is being transmitted between the power ports k1
and k2 of two coupled simulators S1 and S2. The ener-
getic coupling between two subsystems via power ports is
an example of a power bond, see Fig. 1. Such a bond is de-
fined by a pair of power variables: a flow and an effort. If
3we consider mechanical translation, for example, the flow
fk is a velocity and the effort ek is a force. The product
of two power variables is always a power, Pk = ekfk, and
gives the energy flow through the power bond (the rate
at which energy is being exchanged). This makes it prac-
tical to keep track of the flow and the conservation of
energy and is the basis for bond graph theory.
B. The Power Bond in a Co-Simulation
In a co-simulation, the models include their own solvers
that evolve their internal states x between the discrete
communication time points ti and ti+1,
x˙(t) = f
(
x(t), u˜(t)
)
, t ∈ (ti, ti+1], (4a)
after having received inputs u from each other. The val-
ues of the input variables are generally unknown between
communication points, and an extrapolation u˜(t) ≈ u(t)
has to be used.18 Often, the inputs are simply held con-
stant during the time integration, hence u˜(t) = u(ti) for
t ∈ (ti, ti+1]. Outputs y are then computed from the
internal states,
y(ti+1) = g
(
x(ti+1), u˜(ti+1)
)
, (4b)
and used as inputs again.19 We can express the simulator
coupling as
u(ti+1) = Ly(ti+1), (4c)
where L is a connection graph matrix that relates outputs
and inputs at communication time points.
S1 S2
uk2(ti)
uk1(ti)
(a) Inputs are set at t = ti
S1
yk1(ti+1)
S2
yk2(ti+1)
(b) Outputs are retrieved at t = ti+1 after time integrations
Figure 2. Two coupled simulators, S1 and S2, exchange energy
through a power bond in a co-simulation
Now that we have set the stage, let us investigate the
energy flow through a power bond k between two simula-
tors in a co-simulation setting, see Fig. 2. Assuming that
one variable (either the input or the output) represents
a flow and the other an effort—which is the case for a
power bond—this is easily done. Simulator S1 will con-
clude that the power it transmits to the other simulator
S2 through its power port k1 is given by
Pk1(t) = u˜k1(t)yk1(t), (5a)
where u˜k1 and yk1 are the input and output, respectively.
Simulator S2, on the other hand, will report that the
power it received from S1 through its power port k2 is
indeed
Pk2(t) = u˜k2(t)yk2(t), (5b)
which leaves us with a predicament because generally
−(Pk1 + Pk2) , 0, in violation of Eq. (3).
Before we have a closer look at this discrepancy and
its consequences, let us first define an approximation for
the total power transmitted through the power bond k
from simulator S1 to simulator S2 using both simulator
outputs,
Pk12(t) = σk12
(
yk1(t)yk2(t)
)
. (6)
Here, the sign σk12 ≡ (Lk12 − Lk21)/2 is determined by
the corresponding elements of the connection graph ma-
trix L. This is very useful in studying the flow of energy
throughout a co-simulation, as we shall see in Sec. IV.
C. Residual Powers and Energies
The violation of energy conservation which we just un-
covered in the coupling between two subsystems is, of
course, an inherent issue with co-simulation. It stems
from the fact that the simulators evolve their states in-
dependently of each other between communication time
instances. Luckily, it plays in our favor because it is also
a measure of how accurate the co-simulation solutions
are at any given time. In order to demonstrate this, let
us first define a residual power20
− (Pk1 + Pk2) ≡ δPk (7)
for the power bond k, see Fig. 3 for an illustration. If we
construct input and output vectors such that
u˜k ≡
(
u˜k1
u˜k2
)
, yk ≡
(
yk1
yk2
)
, (8a)
the residual power can be conveniently calculated from
their scalar product,
δPk = −u˜k · yk. (8b)
If the bond between the simulators obeys energy conser-
vation between communication points, the input and the
output vector are orthogonal to each other and the resid-
ual power vanishes, δPk = 0. As already mentioned, this
will not be the case in general, and energy either leaks
from (δPk < 0) or accumulates at (δPk > 0) the power
4bond. Let us now calculate a corresponding residual en-
ergy
δEk(ti+1) ≡
∫ ti+1
ti
δPk(t) dt, (9)
which tells us how much energy was incorrectly created
due to the independent time integrations of the simula-
tors during the macro time step ti → ti+1 = ti + ∆ti.
When introduced into the total coupled system, these
residual energy fluxes inevitably lead to altered energy
densities and dissipation inside the subsystems due to
the fact that energy is locally continuous, as expressed
by Eq. (2). They will, in other words, distort the dy-
namics of the system under consideration and in general
decrease the accuracy of the co-simulation and challenge
its stability. This is a profound statement as it tells us
how much energy is wrongfully added to the total energy
of the overall coupled system and provides an intuitive
explanation of why a co-simulation produces inaccurate
results or diverging solutions.
S1 S2Pk1 Pk2
δPk
Figure 3. A residual power δPk = −(Pk1 + Pk2) emerges
and distorts the dynamics of the full system when energy is
exchanged between two simulators, S1 and S2, in a co-simula-
tion
Let us for now assume constant extrapolation of the
input values. The residual power for the power bond k
at the communication point ti+1 then becomes
δPk(ti+1) = −uk(ti) · yk(ti+1). (10a)
When calculating the residual energy, it is usually suffi-
cient to make use of the rectangle quadrature rule,
δEk(ti+1) ≈ δPk(ti+1)∆ti. (10b)
In principle, higher-order corrections to the residual pow-
ers and energies can easily be calculated if the simulators
also output (and input) higher-order derivatives along
with the base values. This, however, depends on the in-
dividual simulator implementation and it may be very
impractical or even impossible to retrieve Jacobians. If,
on the other hand, inputs are approximated inside a sim-
ulator in terms of previous values and without the use
or knowledge of derivatives (e.g. by use of Lagrange or
Hermite polynomials9, or Newton series), this will gener-
ally be unknown at the co-simulation level. Consequently,
Eqs. (10) are a fair choice to calculate residual energies
on a general basis, and the forms provided here should
therefore constitute a sufficient and practical approxima-
tion. We will continue under the assumption of constant
input extrapolation (i.e., the input values are held con-
stant during the time integrations) for this reason.
Note that we can generalize Eqs. (8) and group inputs
and outputs together according to power bonds,
u˜ =

u˜a1
u˜a2
u˜b1
u˜b2
...
 , y =

ya1
ya2
yb1
yb2
...
 , (11a)
such that the total residual power of all power bonds
{a, b, . . . } of the co-simulation is obtained from
δP =
∑
k∈{a,b,... }
δPk = −u˜ · y. (11b)
Consequently, energy conservation is satisfied through-
out the entire co-simulation if the input and output vec-
tors (11a) are orthogonal to each other. On the other
hand, Eqs. (11) allows to easily calculate the total resid-
ual energy which is incorrectly added to the full coupled
system due to co-simulation coupling errors.
The concept of inaccurate energy transactions dis-
cussed here is closely related to the theoretical foot-
ing of the Nearly Energy Preserving Coupling Element
(NEPCE) described in Ref. 14. There, the local error of a
simulator input and the resulting local error in the trans-
mitted (generalized) power are discussed, albeit with se-
quential time integrations in the coupled simulators in
mind. In the present section, we aimed to cast a differ-
ent light on the issue focusing in on parallel executions of
coupled simulators and energy conservation throughout
the entire coupled system.
We also intend to promote the use of power bonds
for simulator coupling: Power and energy transactions
and their accuracies then become directly accessible with
nothing more than the knowledge of the coupling variable
values. In this work, we only focus on the energetic cou-
pling between two simulators. The entire formalism along
with all statements and results can easily be extended to
direct couplings between a general number of simulators.
This is most effectively done by use of bond-graph-like
junctions, and also keeps the modular character of co-
simulations intact.
III. ERROR ESTIMATION AND ADAPTIVE
STEP SIZE CONTROL
In Section II, we have seen how the fact that subsys-
tems evolve their states independently of each other be-
tween discrete communication instances leads to the vio-
lation of energy conservation on the co-simulation level.
The flow of energy between coupled simulators was dis-
cussed and the idea of power and energy residuals as a
manifestation of this violation was introduced. It is now
5time to reap the fruits of our efforts and apply these con-
cepts to introduce a novel co-simulation global error esti-
mator without the need to repeat macro time steps and
without any knowledge about the simulator implementa-
tions. With it, we shall further propose a non-iterative
adaptive macro step size controller based on energy con-
servation. But first, let us review how global errors are
usually estimated for co-simulations.
A. Local Error Estimators
For simulator coupling without algebraic loops the glo-
bal error is bounded in terms of local errors.11 This allows
us to find global error estimates in terms of local errors
as a direct extension of ODE and DAE integration meth-
ods. Error estimates are commonly based on comparing
two approximations, y˜(ti+1) and ˜˜y(ti+1), for the initial
value problem, y′ = f(y, t), y(t0) = y0, at time ti+1
in terms of an already obtained approximate solution at
times t ∈ {t0, t1, . . . , ti}. The difference between the two
approximations y˜− ˜˜y can then be used to estimate local
errors and, consequently, derive a global error estimator.
Once a suitable estimator is found, it can also be used for
adaptive control of the step size to obtain a balance be-
tween accuracy on one hand and efficiency on the other.
In a co-simulation, there is naturally no access to the
subsystem equations and the state variables are unavail-
able for local error estimation. Instead, co-simulation
error estimators typically try to give an estimate of all
numerical errors in the simulator outputs when solving
Eqs. (4) with approximated inputs. Commonly, classic
error estimation approaches are adapted directly for co-
simulation,21 and two approximations for the simulator
outputs, y˜ and ˜˜y, have to be obtained by carrying out
a macro step twice: An adaptive step size control by
Richardson extrapolation10,11 is realized by carrying out
a larger step ti → ti+2 with step size 2∆t and two smaller
steps ti → ti+1 → ti+2 with step size ∆t and comparing
the resulting output vectors. In an embedded methods
approach6, the integrations are performed twice with in-
put polynomials of varying degrees. Another approach7
involves performing a compound macro step for two sim-
ulators and repeating the same step for the stiffer of the
two subsystems using the updated coupling variables ob-
tained from the first step. Again, the difference between
both results yields an error estimate. Finally, error es-
timation based on Milne’s device9 compares a predicted
with a corrected solution, both of the same polynomial
order. In practice, all of these approaches suffer from one
or several of the following shortcomings, and are not eas-
ily implemented for coupling with commercial simulation
tools:
1. They all require rollback, that is the ability to redo
a macro step. This is often either not supported at
all or complicated to realize in practice. Rollback
is especially prohibited for real-time applications,
such as Hardware-in-the-Loop.
2. In addition, re-stepping is a time-consuming proce-
dure, especially when performed at every communi-
cation point. Consequently, it somewhat mitigates
the efficiency gain from adaptive step size control.
3. Lastly, information essential to the error estimator
method (for example, the internal time integration
order) is often not available. Moreover, this require-
ment may expose sensitive information whose con-
cealment is one of co-simulation’s strong suits, at
least from an industrial perspective.
The error estimator introduced by Busch et al.8,9 is an
exception worth mentioning because it requires neither
re-stepping nor internal simulator information. We will
discuss it further in Sections III D and V.
B. Error Estimation Based on Energy
Conservation
As we have seen, co-simulation coupling errors are di-
rectly expressed in terms of residual energies when power
bonds are used. These energy residuals give precisely the
amount of energy that is incorrectly added to the total en-
ergy of the overall coupled system, and should naturally
be contained in order to ensure co-simulation accuracy
and stability. Because of this, they are well suited as
versatile energy-based error estimators.
Consider then the local error with respect to the power
output of power port kα for the macro time step ti →
ti+1 = ti + ∆ti,
∆Pkα(ti+1) = Pkα(ti+1)− P 0kα(ti+1), (12)
where P 0kα and Pkα are the exact solution and the co-
simulation result, respectively, where Pkα(ti) = P 0kα(ti) is
assumed. For input extrapolation of order m, the local er-
ror in the inputs is22,23 ∆uk = O(∆tm+1) for sufficiently
smooth problems and constant step sizes ∆ti = ∆t.
Then, from considering Eq. (4), the local error in the
states is ∆xk = O(∆tm+2) and, consequently, the local
error in the outputs is ∆yk = O(∆tm+2) if there is no
direct feed-through (i.e., no direct dependence on any in-
puts), and ∆yk = O(∆tm+1) otherwise. Using Eqs. (5)
and (12) then yields ∆Pkα = O(∆tm+1), irrespective of
the presence of direct feed-through.
Let us now take the sum of the local errors for both
power ports of a power bond k. We obtain δPk =
−(∆Pk1 +∆Pk2), where we used Eqs. (3) and (7). There-
fore, the residual power gives the average of the local
errors in the power,
∆Pk = −12δPk. (13a)
Similarly, the residual energy gives the average local error
in the energy transmitted during the macro time step
ti → ti+1,
∆Ek(ti+1) = −12δEk(ti+1), (13b)
6where we carried out the time integration according to
Eq. (9). Note that Eqs. (13) are exact, irrespective of
macro or micro step sizes, and irrespective of the simula-
tor implementations.
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Figure 4. Absolute error in the power (dashed) and power
residual estimate (solid) as a function of the macro step
size for the power bond in the linear benchmark model from
Sec. IV
The suitability of energy residuals as energy-conserva-
tion-based error estimators is exemplified in Fig. 4 for
the power bond in the co-simulation benchmark model
studied in Sec. IV. Shown is Eq. (13a) averaged over the
entire simulation time T ,
1
2 |δPk| =
1
2T
∑
i
|δEk(ti+1)|,
against the average error in the power
|∆Pk| = 1
T
∑
i
|∆Pk(ti+1)|∆ti,
where ∆Pk(ti+1) = Pk12(ti+1) − P 0k12(ti+1), and P 0k12 is
the exact solution.
Using energies as error metrics as opposed to non-
energetic quantities (e.g. positions) has the advantage
that energy considerations are directly taken into account
as well and offers a more holistic approach.24 Outside the
realm of co-simulations, energy errors are used as a mea-
sure of quality in hybrid earthquake simulations25,26 or in
molecular dynamics simulations, for example. Addition-
ally, the method proposed here naturally solves the issue
of the numerical values of the outputs lying on very dif-
ferent scales for force-displacement9,10,23 coupling, or the
force-velocity coupling we shall investigate in the next sec-
tion: The outputs representing forces will typically have
much larger numeric values than the ones representing
displacements or velocities. As a result, local errors from
some simulators may be given weightings which are much
too large compared to others.
C. Adaptive Step Size Controller
Let us now define a scalar error indicator,
(t) ≡
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
k=1
(
δEk(t)
rk
(
E0k + |Ek(t)|
))2, (14)
which contains the residual energies δEk and the ener-
gies Ek(ti+1) ≈ Pk12(ti+1)∆ti transmitted per time step
for all N power bonds. Here, E0k is a typical energy
scale and rk a relative tolerance, respectively. Both can
be chosen individually per power bond and effectively
determine the bond’s energy resolution. If  ≤ 1, the
error is sufficiently small with respect to the defined tol-
erances and energy scales. Values of  > 1 indicate that
the tolerances are exceeded and the co-simulation result
is potentially unreliable. Applying, for example, a PI-
controller27,28 determines a new optimal step size based
on Eq. (14),
∆ti+1 = αs(ti)−kI−kP(ti−1)kP∆ti, (15)
where kI and kP are the integral and the proportional
gain, respectively, and αs ∈ [0.8, 0.9] is a safety factor.
We choose kI = 0.3/(m+2) and kP = 0.4/(m+2), where
m is the extrapolation order (m = 0 for constant extrapo-
lation). It is beneficial to introduce user-defined bounds
for the step size, ∆tmin ≤ ∆ti+1 ≤ ∆tmax, as well as
limit its rate of change, Θmin ≤ ∆ti+1/∆ti ≤ Θmax. Typ-
ical parameter choices are Θmin ∈ [0.2, 0.5] and Θmax ∈
[1.5, 5.0].
Table I. Configuration of the adaptive step size controller for
the benchmark model in Sec. IV
Value Unit
αs 0.8
∆tmin 0.1 ms
∆tmax 10.0 ms
Θmin 0.2
Θmax 1.5
E0 750.0 J
We have thus defined a novel co-simulation method for
error estimation and adaptive step size control based on
energy conservation considerations. It does not require
the repetition of macro time steps, nor does it demand
any knowledge about simulator implementations. In Sec-
tion IV, we will demonstrate how it can be used to make
co-simulations more accurate and more efficient.
D. Predictor/Corrector Error Estimator
As mentioned previously, another error estimation
and step size control co-simulation algorithm which is
non-iterative in nature is the one proposed by Busch
7et al.8,9. It makes use of polynomial extrapolation of
order r = m + 1 to construct a prediction y˜(r)k (ti+1) of
the output vector (4b) using the previously obtained val-
ues {yk(ti), . . . ,yk(ti−r)}. The difference between this
predictor and the actually obtained output vector—the
corrector—gives a local error estimate,8,9
δy˜k(ti+1) ≡ yk(ti+1)− y˜(r)k (ti+1) ≈ ∆yk(ti+1), (16)
and can be used for adaptive control of the macro step
size: A PI-controller (15) with kI = 0.3/(m + 1) and
kP = 0.4/(m+ 1) proposes a new step size based on the
scalar error indicator8,9
˜(t) ≡ max
α
1
TOL
ykα(t)− y˜(r)kα (t)
1 + ρmax
(|ykα(t)|, |y˜kα(t)|) , (17)
where ρ sets the weight between the relative and absolute
errors and TOL is a user-defined tolerance.
This predictor/corrector approach and the energy-con-
servation-based method (ECCO) discussed in the previ-
ous sections are both easily implemented for non-iterative
co-simulation error estimation and adaptive step size con-
trol. But they are several noteworthy differences to be
found between them:
• ECCO gives the exact value of the average local
error in the power outputs of two connected power
ports, see Eqs. (13). This is true for any macro
or micro step size, and irrespective of the simu-
lator implementations. By contrast, the predic-
tor/corrector method may be able to provide good
estimates only for relatively small macro time step
sizes and is generally sensitive to the polynomial
order of the predictor.8,9
• ECCO is based on the use of power bonds, and
while we firmly believe that these are generally a
great choice for co-simulation—especially from an
engineering and industrial perspective—it is also
safe to assume that the vast majority of available
models and tools does not use power bonds as of
yet. In that sense, the predictor/corrector method
is less demanding and likely more applicable given
the status quo.
• As mentioned in Section III B, the use of powers
and energies also means that ECCO’s global error
estimator (14) is insensitive to the scaling of simu-
lator output values, while Eq. (17) is not. This can
lead to practical difficulties in the implementation
of the predictor/corrector method, as we shall see
in Section V.
IV. CO-SIMULATION BENCHMARK MODEL
A generic test case is needed in order to examine and
compare the performance of various co-simulation meth-
ods. The mechanical interpretation of Dahlquist’s test
equation for stability analysis of integration methods29
is a linear 1-DOF oscillator. Because it can be consid-
ered two coupled Dahlquist equations, the use of a linear
2-DOF oscillator as a co-simulation test case has been
proposed.8–11,23,24,30–32 This test system is also a simpli-
fication of numerous relevant real engineering systems.
One such example is the quarter car model33 depicted in
Fig. 5. We too shall adopt it as a co-simulation bench-
mark model and slightly modify it to include nonlinearity.
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Figure 5. The quarter car benchmark model is split into the
subsystems S1 and S2 for co-simulation
Table II. Parameters for the linear quarter car benchmark
model according to Ref. 11
Value Unit
mc 400.0 kg
mw 40.0 kg
kc 15 000.0 N/m
kw 150 000.0 N/m
dc 1000.0 Ns/m
nd 0.5
The equations of motion describe the displacements zc
and zw of the masses mc and mw of the chassis and the
wheel, respectively, according to
mcz¨c(t) = −Fc(t), (18a)
mwz¨w(t) = −Fw(t) + Fc(t). (18b)
The spring-damper forces are given by11,34
Fc(t) = kc
(
zc(t)− zw(t)
)
+ dc sign
(
z˙c(t)− z˙w(t)
)∣∣z˙c(t)− z˙w(t)∣∣2/(1+2nd),
(18c)
Fw(t) = kw(zw(t)− z(t)), (18d)
where kc and kw are the spring constants, dc is the damp-
ing constant, and nd tunes the linearity of the damping
force. The parameter values are chosen as listed in Ta-
8ble II. The system is excited with the function
z(t) =
{
0, t < 0,
0.1, t ≥ 0, (19)
and the reference solution for the displacements of chassis
and wheel with the initial conditions zc = zw = z˙c =
z˙w = 0 at t = 0 is shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Displacements of wheel (solid) and chassis (dashed)
for the linear quarter car benchmark
For the co-simulation, the system is split into two sim-
ulators, see Fig. 5:
S1 models the chassis only, described by Eq. (18a) with
the coupling variables
u1(ti) = −Fc(ti), y1(ti+1) = z˙c(ti+1). (20a)
S2 contains the remainder of the system and is describ-
ed by Eq. (18b) with the coupling variables
u2(ti) = z˙c(ti), y2(ti+1) = Fc(ti+1). (20b)
The connections (20) define a power bond and we can
apply the residual energy concept. We use the forward
Euler method to carry out the time integration in S2 with
micro step sizes of ∆tS2 = ∆t/10, where ∆t is the macro
step size.35
The energy transactions between the simulators are
plotted in Fig. 7 for a constant macro step size of ∆t =
1 ms: Energy is first transmitted from S2 to S1 as the
potential energy stored in kw is transformed into kinetic
energy of mc. However, these energy transfers are not
accurate, and residual energy is accumulated over the
power bond and added to the total energy of the overall
system. This way, a total of
∫
δP (t) dt ≈ 6.4 J is in-
correctly added to the coupled system during the entire
simulation. By comparison, the total amount of energy
initially stored in the spring kw and finally entirely dissi-
pated in the damper dc is E0 = 750 J.
A. Adaptive Step Size Control
Let us now demonstrate the performance of the adap-
tive step size controller as described in Section III to im-
prove co-simulation accuracy and efficiency. The residual
energy concept is used to propose an optimal macro step
size for the next time step in order to minimize resid-
ual energies and hence increase accuracy. As an exam-
ple, consider the previous case of the linear quarter car
model. We use the scalar error indicator (14) and con-
figure the PI-controller (15) according to the parameters
listed in Table I, with a starting step size ∆t0 = ∆tmin.
The energy scale is set to the initial energy excitation
E0 = 750 J of the system, and the balance between ac-
curacy and computational efficiency can conveniently be
tuned with the relative tolerance r.
Table III. Linear quarter car benchmark results with constant
step size and residual-energy-based adaptive step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
W
|∆P |
W
∫δP
J
constant 1.0 0.4 1.3 6.4
adaptive 2.8× 10−6 1.0 0.0 0.4 1.6
adaptive 3.1× 10−5 2.9 0.1 1.3 5.0
Let us first demonstrate the improvements in accuracy
and set the tolerance to r = 2.8× 10−6 such that the
average macro step size is ∆t ≈ 1 ms. While keeping the
calculation time approximately the same, the mean abso-
lute error in the power |∆P | is reduced by 70 % relative to
the result with constant step size, see Table III. As Fig. 8
exemplifies, the residual energy is kept significantly bet-
ter contained with adaptive step size control: A total of∫
δP (t) dt ≈ 1.6 J is added to the coupled system during
the entire simulation, only 25 % of the previous value.
Next, we increase the relative tolerance such that the
mean absolute error in the power is approximately the
same as with a constant step size of ∆t = 1 ms. With
r = 3.1× 10−5, a value of |∆P | ≈ 1.3 W is now reached
with only about 1/3 of the total time steps required with-
out the algorithm. Energy flows are still described more
accurately than with constant step sizes, and the total
residual energy accumulated during the simulation run
is
∫
δP (t) dt ≈ 5.0 J.
B. Nonlinear Damping
Let us now investigate the effects of nonlinear damping
on the system dynamics and co-simulation accuracy. To
this end, we modify the parameters in Eq. (18c) according
to Table IV. The reference solution for the displacements
of chassis and wheel is shown in Fig. 9. Note that both
masses return to their equilibrium positions much faster
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Figure 7. Energy transactions for the linear quarter car benchmark with a constant macro step size ∆t = 1 ms: power
transmitted from S1 to S2 (left) and the residual energy accumulated over time (right)
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Figure 8. Accumulation of residual energy for the linear quar-
ter car benchmark: Adaptive step size control with ∆t ≈ 1 ms
(solid) and constant step size ∆t = 1 ms (dashed)
than in the previous case with linear damping. Because
of this, we only simulate the system up to t = 2 s.
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Figure 9. Displacements of wheel (solid) and chassis (dashed)
for the nonlinear quarter car benchmark
Table IV. Parameter changes to include nonlinear damping
forces in the benchmark model according to Ref. 34
Value Unit
dc 900.0 N(s/m)1/2
nd 1.5
As was the case with linear damping, using the energy-
based adaptive step size control significantly improves
accuracy. Table V lists all results discussed here. With
the tolerance set to r = 7.5× 10−6, the computational
cost is kept about the same as with constant step sizes
(∆t ≈ 1 ms) while the errors are minimized and en-
ergy flows described more accurately, as demonstrated
by Fig. 10. The mean absolute error in the power and
the total residual energy wrongfully added to the cou-
pled system during simulation time are both reduced by
70 % with step size control. Increasing the relative toler-
ance to r = 1.0× 10−4 keeps the mean absolute error in
the power approximately the same but improves compu-
tational efficiency: It only takes about 1/3 of the time
steps to obtain a value of |∆P | ≈ 4 W.
Table V. Nonlinear benchmark results with constant step size
and residual-energy-based adaptive step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
W
|∆P |
W
∫δP
J
constant 1.0 1 4 5
adaptive 7.5× 10−6 1.0 0.0 1.1 1.6
adaptive 1.0× 10−4 3.1 0 4 6
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Figure 10. Energy transactions for the nonlinear benchmark: Power transmitted from S1 to S2 with a constant macro step size
∆t = 1 ms (left), and the residual energy accumulated over time for adaptive control of the macro step size with ∆t ≈ 1 ms
(right, solid) and with a constant step size ∆t = 1 ms (right, dashed)
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Figure 11. Alternative reticulation of the quarter car bench-
mark model with subsystems S1 and S2
C. Alternative System Reticulation
The way a system is reticulated can have a substantial
influence on accuracy, stability, and efficiency of a co-
simulation. To exemplify this and further demonstrate
the applicability and performance of the adaptive step
size controller described in Sec. III, we consider the quar-
ter car model with a different subsystem splitting, see
Fig. 11:
S1 is described by Eq. (18a) but now also includes the
spring-damper element (18c) with the coupling vari-
ables
u1(ti) = z˙w(ti), y1(ti+1) = Fc(ti+1). (21a)
S2 is described by Eq. (18b) with the coupling vari-
ables
u2(ti) = −Fc(ti), y2(ti+1) = z˙w(ti+1). (21b)
The connections (21) define a power bond and the resid-
ual energy concept can be applied. This time, time inte-
gration needs to be carried out in both simulators, and we
initially choose micro step sizes of ∆tS1 = ∆tS2 = ∆t/10.
Again, the forward Euler method is used in both simula-
tors.
Table VI. Linear benchmark results for alternative system
reticulation with constant step size and residual-energy-based
adaptive step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
102 W
|∆P |
102 W
∫δP
102 J
constant 1.0 −1.92 0.12 0.23
adaptive 9.1× 10−7 1.0 −1.879 0.013 0.016
As can be seen from the simulation results listed in
Tables VI and VII, this system reticulation is much less
favorable than the one discussed previously, giving larger
errors for linear and nonlinear damping alike. The co-sim-
ulation is also less stable: With linear damping, for ex-
ample, the previous reticulation became unstable around
a constant step size of ∆t ≈ 58.5 ms, while instability
already sets in at around ∆t ≈ 11.3 ms with the reticu-
lation discussed here. The effects of such an ill-chosen
reticulation can be mitigated and the accuracy enhanced
substantially by employing the adaptive step size con-
troller. The errors are then reduced by between 80 %
and 93 % at no additional computational cost.
Another interesting observation can be made if we
greatly lower the accuracy of the time integration in S2
by choosing ∆tS2 = ∆t. As expected, the errors with
constant step sizes are considerably larger yet. Again,
however, using the adaptive step size control based on
the residual energy improves the situation significantly
and helps keep the accuracy of the results within rea-
sonable bounds. As an example, consider the simulation
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Table VII. Nonlinear benchmark results for alternative system
reticulation with constant step size and residual-energy-based
adaptive step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
102 W
|∆P |
102 W
∫δP
102 J
constant 1.0 −3.9 0.3 0.5
adaptive 2.4× 10−5 1.0 −3.77 0.05 0.05
Table VIII. Linear benchmark results for alternative system
reticulation with a low accuracy time integration in S2
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
102 W
|∆P |
102 W
∫δP
102 J
constant 1.0 −2.2 0.4 0.3
adaptive 1.0× 10−6 1.0 −1.90 0.04 0.02
results for the linear quarter car benchmark model as
listed in Table VIII, where the residual energy is reduced
by 90 %. The situation is similar with nonlinear damping
forces. This is rather beneficial for industrial applications
where one does not necessarily have access to internal sim-
ulator settings in order to satisfy accuracy and stability
demands on co-simulation results.
V. COMPARISON TO
PREDICTOR/CORRECTOR METHOD
Now that we have investigated the performance and
capabilities of a non-iterative energy-conservation-based
approach to error estimation and step size control, let us
in the present section deploy the quarter car benchmark
model one last time to draw a comparison with the pre-
dictor/corrector method proposed by Busch et al.8,9. To
this end, we use the PI-controller (15) with the error indi-
cator (17) as outlined in Sec. III D. The weight between
the relative and absolute errors is set to ρ = 1.0× 10−4,
and the tolerance TOL is chosen according to the de-
sired accuracy. All remaining parameters are configured
according to Table I. Because our main focus lies on co-
simulation with constant input extrapolation, we set the
polynomial extrapolation order to r = 1.
The thus defined predictor/corrector method generally
yields significant error reductions throughout the various
benchmarks: Errors are reduced by 40 % to 55 % com-
pared to the cases with constant step sizes, see Tables IX
and X. For the alternative system reticulation discussed
in Sec. IV C, a reduction of between 40 % and 93 % is
achieved, see Tables XI and XII. In comparison, the resid-
ual-energy-based adaptive step size controller generally
leads to a more substantial reduction in the energy errors,
though both approaches achieve relatively very high ac-
curacies for the linear benchmark model with alternative
Table IX. Linear quarter car benchmark results with pre-
dictor/corrector (pred./corr.) and residual-energy-based
(ECCO) step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
W
|∆P |
W
∫δP
J
constant 1.0 0.4 1.3 6.4
pred./corr. 6.7× 10−1 1.0 0.3 0.7 2.9
ECCO 2.8× 10−6 1.0 0.0 0.4 1.6
Table X. Nonlinear benchmark results with predic-
tor/corrector (pred./corr.) and residual-energy-based
(ECCO) step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
W
|∆P |
W
∫δP
J
constant 1.0 1 4 5
pred./corr. 2.1 1.0 0.4 1.9 3.1
ECCO 7.5× 10−6 1.0 0.0 1.1 1.6
Table XI. Linear benchmark results for alternative system
reticulation with predictor/corrector (pred./corr.) and resid-
ual-energy-based (ECCO) step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
102 W
|∆P |
102 W
∫δP
102 J
constant 1.0 −1.92 0.12 0.23
pred./corr. 6.0× 10−1 1.0 −1.877 0.013 0.017
ECCO 9.1× 10−7 1.0 −1.879 0.013 0.016
Table XII. Nonlinear benchmark results for alternative sys-
tem reticulation with predictor/corrector (pred./corr.) and
residual-energy-based (ECCO) step size control
Algorithm Power Error
tolerance ∆tms
P12
102 W
|∆P |
102 W
∫δP
102 J
constant 1.0 −3.9 0.3 0.5
pred./corr. 6.5 1.0 −3.92 0.18 0.21
ECCO 2.4× 10−5 1.0 −3.77 0.05 0.05
system reticulation, see Table XI.
It should be noted that the error indicator (17) is sen-
sitive to the scale of the output values: Recalling the
corresponding discussion in Sec. III B, the output val-
ues representing the spring force Fc (18c) are typically
several orders of magnitude larger than the ones repre-
senting the velocities z˙c and z˙w. This effectively com-
pletely disregards the error contributions of the simula-
tor outputting the velocity in Eq. (17), and leads to an
inaccurate representation of the global co-simulation cou-
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pling error. By using individual simulator-specific values
TOLα and ρα, this situation can be mitigated and higher
accuracies achieved. Doing so increases the number of
tunable parameters to four, however.
The particular benchmark cases at hand also reveal
that the actual step size selection suggested by the predic-
tor/corrector method as implemented according to Ref. 8
and 9 is highly oscillatory. This is likely due to improper
tuning of the PI-controller, and has a detrimental impact
on the performance of the method for the problem set at
hand.36 It is also not unlikely that these issues are tied
to the fact that the error contribution of one simulator is
effectively disregarded.
In any case, we expect the predictor/corrector ap-
proach to yield a performance comparable to ECCO if
i.) the sensitivity issue with different scales of the out-
puts is resolved, and ii.) the PI-controller is correctly
tuned for the problem at hand.
VI. CONCLUSION
When simulators are coupled via power bonds their in-
puts and outputs are given as so-called power variables
whose product is a physical power. Then, the flow of
energy throughout a co-simulation can be conveniently
studied. Moreover, because the subsystems are solved
independently of each other between discrete communi-
cation points, energy residuals emerge. These directly
alter the total energy of the overall coupled system and
distort its dynamic behavior.
In the present paper, we demonstrated that such resid-
uals are easily computable with the simulator input and
output values only. Because they are a direct expression
of the coupling errors, they constitute a novel and versa-
tile energy-based error estimation method. We showed
how energy residuals can be used for adaptive control of
the co-simulation step size. The performance and appli-
cability of this non-iterative Energy-Conservation-based
Co-Simulation algorithm (ECCO) was investigated using
a quarter car benchmark model, both with linear and non-
linear damping characteristics. The proposed method
ensures that approximately the correct amount of en-
ergy is exchanged between subsystems. Consequently,
significant improvements in accuracy and efficiency were
demonstrated in comparison with constant co-simulation
step sizes. Additionally, using the proposed adaptive step
size control makes the accuracy of the global result less
dependent on the system reticulation or the accuracies of
the time integration methods inside the subsystems.
Unlike almost all other proposed co-simulation algo-
rithms, ECCO makes do without two major restrictions:
i.) It does not require the repetition of entire co-sim-
ulation steps. Such rollback is often prohibited by use
of commercial software tools and computationally expen-
sive. ii.) It does not require knowledge of any simulator-
internal information and, consequently, supports the pro-
tection of sensitive information and intellectual property
rights. With the traction that the Functional Mock-
up Interface (FMI)37,38 has been gaining over the past
years4,10–12,32, the fulfillment of such properties is a ma-
jor advantage. FMI is a tool independent standard for
the exchange and the co-simulation of dynamic models
that are, for most practical purposes, closed for inspec-
tion and modification. In addition, while FMI does sup-
port the repetition of macro steps and exposing deriva-
tives along with the outputs, such traits are still rarely
found in models for co-simulation that are in use in the
industry. This makes ECCO especially attractive for in-
dustrial and engineering applications.
The same holds true for the predictor/corrector er-
ror estimation and step size control method proposed by
Busch et al.8,9. It too showed significant improvements
in accuracy compared to using constant step sizes, albeit
less so than ECCO. This is likely due to its sensitivity to
the scaling of the output values and its improperly tuned
PI-controller, however. One major drawback of a predic-
tor/corrector-based approach to error estimation is the
fact that it requires sufficiently small macro time steps
to begin with. Residual energies, on the other hand, are
an exact representation of the local errors in the power
outputs of two coupled simulators, irrespective of macro
or micro step size.
It should be noted that using power variables to realize
simulator coupling brings about three major advantages:
i.) For one, power and energy are the universal currencies
of physical systems, and power bonds make them directly
accessible. ii.) Power bonds provide a complete and uni-
versal, energy-flow-centered connectivity between mathe-
matical models of different engineering and physical do-
mains. iii.) Power variables typically represent higher
derivatives than the coupling variables of other coupling
schemes. In general, this is a favorable trait if we keep in
mind that numerical integration is much more desirable
than numerical differentiation. On the other hand, very
few models and tools use power bonds to date, which
may make other methods more advantageous in practice,
at least for the time being.
An issue we only touched upon briefly is the stability
of co-simulations. Due to the complexity of the topic
(different solver methods of various orders, different sim-
ulator coupling schemes of various orders, the presence of
direct feed-through and algebraic loops, etc.), a general
approach is far from trivial and theoretical treatments
lack behind practical implementations. For further de-
tails see, for example, Refs. 9, 22, 31, 39, and 40, and
references therein.
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